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0 stopped working so I had to update the software.n8 and asked for my serial number but now it says: .n9 (note the
sd-card-pci-size, it's called sd+pci). This is because the n8 and n9 have two slots for SD type cards (SDXC, SDHC),

that's all. I removed the battery from the laptop, ran diagnostics in the SC, and it turned out that the chip from
Megafon had fallen off in the laptop (yes, yes, I chose this company after reading his article about one interesting IT
site. Happybug is a company that produces and sells flash drives. They make cards that can store all your data, which

is convenient for mobile phones. With them, you can store information up to at least 16GB, which means you can
use a portable hard drive without thinking about charging. Well, I I imagine it all, yes, it is theoretically possible).

Then I was informed about the successful recovery. Let me tell you how recovery happens. First, I call the SMC and
find out how much the repair will cost, and then I inform the master that I can pay after the repair only when he does

it. After they make it for me, I call the salon and say that I need to repair the motherboard, and ask for an
appointment. Yes, I don't have much hope of getting her back, but I have to do something. Usually, the QMS

immediately offers the client to hand it over for diagnostics. And I am engaged in receiving and issuing orders, that
is, almost everything related to the repair. And then the master calls me and asks when I can come. I come and ask to

invite a tester for a while to check whether the chip has really failed (in general, as you understand, Beeline can
charge 700-900 rubles for diagnostics because of this), and then I conclude an agreement. During the payment

process, the master and tester scan the flash drives and go to drink coffee. I open my laptop and put in all my data
that should have been available during the recovery. Then I go to a nearby store and buy a new flash drive (and since

I wonâ€™t lose anything, I donâ€™t have to use it in the future, and this is a solution to the problem that I
didnâ€™t count on when I installed a backup flash drive in my laptop).
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